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Communication Etiquette
•I speak clearly and think about what I am going to say before I say it.
•I think about what I am about to say and limit my um’s, like’s and so’s when I’m speaking.
Social Networking Etiquette
•I don’t curse or post inappropriate photos on any of my social networks.
•I realize that there is a person on the other end of what I type online.
Dining Etiquette
•I remember my BMW when I begin eating. (B-Bread, M-Meal, W-Wine)
•I take my time eating to allow for conversations while I eat.
Business Etiquette
•I give firm, confident handshakes by obtaining eye contact, firmly gripping others’ hands and
pumping 2 times, then releasing.
•I put a subject line in all of my emails along with a greeting line and closing line.
Athletic Etiquette
•I embrace the idea of learning new things, like a sport once a year.
•I play fairly and embrace positive competition.

We want to make sure that your student
stays engaged. Scarlet Connect is a
toolkit of information and reminders to
utilize throughout your teen’s journey of
refining their etiquette and protocol
skills. Please share these reminders with
your teen and feel free to have them
reach out to us with any questions at
info@scarletcomm.com. Stay tuned for
more upcoming etiquette classes from
Scarlet!

Travel Etiquette
•I pack efficiently and according to wherever I am going.
•I travel safely by letting my guardian know where I am going and where I will be.
Outing Etiquette
•I walk to the right on sidewalks and in public places.
•I respect and operate in accordance with the rules of museums, restaurants and other public
places.
Grooming Etiquette
•I dress appropriately according to where I am going and what I’ll be doing.
•I wear things that are appropriate and respectful to my particular body type.
Dating Etiquette
•I date safely by getting permission to do so and by letting my guardian know exactly where I
will be.
•I always bring enough money to cover my portion of the date and additional emergency
money.
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Stay Connected

@meetscarlet
Scarlet Communications
Scarletiquette
Scarlet Communications
Scarlet Says
Scarlet Says
Online Resources and Media

www.scarletcomm.com

WUSA9 – Networking Etiquette Interview
Scarlet Etiquette Training Videos
The Scarlet Blog Resources

